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Well it was a fantastic start to the season. In an ideal 
world, the first trip of the season would be done in calm 
seas and sunshine, but this is BIBOA and this is England 
so what we had instead was part sunshine, part cloud 
and some big waves. Its was certainly a trip to shake 
down the boats and crew. It’s been almost five months 
since I last felt this pain: the good old punches to your 
kidneys from the seat back rests are still my favourite. 
It doesn’t take too long to get back in the swing of 
things; it’s like riding a bike but with a lot more pain  
involved.  
 
We arrived in Yarmouth at noon for lunch and a few 
drinks in The Wheatsheaf pub. We had planned on  
leaving at around 2 pm but when we walked down to 
the Quay it was still very windy so we decided to hold 
off for another hour as the wind was suppose to be  
decreasing as the day went on.  
 
After about 30 minutes, we decided to take a look out 
and run past Hurst Castle using the North Channel. It 
was rough but quite do-able. A couple of the smaller 
boats opted to run out past the Needles and see if that 
was any better. I can confirm it wasn’t.  
 
Everyone took a bit of a battering across Poole Bay so 
we decided to have a rest just inside of Old Harry Rocks 
in the calm. The only down side of this was that we 
were now heading straight into a large head sea and  
because we have all done this trip many times before we 
all knew that Anvil Point was not going to be a nice 
place to be. 
 
Mike Deacon went through first and then radioed us, 
telling us the best route was close to shore. We all ran 
through, keeping about fifty feet from the cliffs. There 
were some interesting seas through the race but we all 
cleared it without any problems, and it was quite  
exciting to go through it. 
 
Once we turned the last headland it was a quick blast 
across Weymouth Bay and into the Marina where we 
were looked after very well. Mike Deacon even attracted 

The Cruise Participants: the People & the Boats... 

Dizzy Lizzy 

Loujescha 

Aurora 
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Scorpion 

Ocean Devil 

TG 

Hot Lemon 
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a local in the Marina who had clearly been out  
celebrating. I couldn’t understand much of what he said 
but he seemed to like Hot Lemon. 
 
Once tied up, we all headed to the hotel bar for a quick 
drink. We only had an hour before dinner so it was a 
quick one. That evening we were booked into the Galley 
Bistro over the bridge. I have to say the food and  
service we got was first class. The restaurant had to do 
a reduced menu to cater for us and only charged £20 
per head which was a bargain. Of course it was my  

organising skills which made the evening. People 
seemed surprised that everything went smoothly. Have 
they no faith?! 
 
After the meal it was back to the Crown Hotel for a few 
beers, a good catch up with people we hadn’t seen for a 
few months and getting to know a couple of new  
members as well.  
 
Sunday morning we awoke to some good old traditional 
English rain. Now we thought it was bad looking out the 
hotel window, then it occurred to us Martin Mundy and 
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family were sleeping on board the boats. Anyway, once 
we had finished the worst breakfast known to man we 
headed to the boats, hoping that the sea would be calm 
otherwise we were in danger of losing the tinned tomato 
we had eaten 30 minutes ago.  
 
Unfortunately, it wasn’t calm! Instead, the first hour was 
again painful with quite a short sea. Once we passed the 
headland, it turned into a following sea and we could 
start to get a move on. Poole Bay was a great run with 
the sea much calmer. We were soon at forty knots  

heading to the North Channel again. Once everyone was 
counted in, we all went our separate ways and headed 
to our boat yards. 
 
Many thanks to everyone who came along for the ride. 
We had a great weekend and it was a very good start to 
what we all hope will be an excellent summer. As I write 
this, they are talking about 40 degree heat this summer! 
Let’s make the most of it. 
 
See you in Dartmouth. 
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